Pipe, cable or conduit should be centered in wall or sleeve. If the pipe is not centered call us for pipe not centered seals. WA-GP Seals.

Nuts should be just loose enough so links move freely. With the lubricant stick supplied place a little along the split between links.

Extra slack or sag is normal. Do not remove links if extra slack exists.

Start at 12 o'clock. Do not tighten any bolt more than 4 turns at a time. Continue around the clock and repeat.

Continue in a clockwise manner until links have been uniformly compressed. (Approx. 2 or 3 rotations)

Slide links into annular space. Before tightening the bolt heads, when bolt head windows show a yellow flag Links are at optimum leak free tightness.

Leading edge new engineered pipe through wall sealing features. Modular seal links with advanced elastomer and watertight features. Highest corrosion resistant 316L nuts and bolts.

Secure - Long Life - Always Tight - Available from stock - Same day shipping

Fits all American and International Pipe sizes.

Specialized Modular Seal Links for Large Pipe Diameters.